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Three Mainstream Certificates,
Preferred Choice for European and 
American Buyers

Chin Tai Sing has been supplying brass inserts, standard 
brass inserts, special brass inserts, self-clinching fasteners 
and custom parts to Europe, America and Japan for decades, 
and has become a top supplier in the global automotive and 
electronic parts supply market. Their attitude of pursuing 
American and European high quality standards and 0 
PPM product yield requirement, has quickly led them to 
obtain certificates of two major international quality 
management systems— ISO 9001 and IATF 16949.

The world has recovered from many critical changes in the 
last three years, still under pressure from heightened costs, 
but progressing along the trend of higher environmental 
awareness. The European Union is pushing manufacturers in 
the automotive supply chain and suppliers of highly polluting 
components to upgrade and provide cleaner, higher quality 
products. In this regard, Chin Tai Sing has acquired the 
RoHS certificate and can provide PPAP documents, 
IMDS, and IISIR reports for automotive supply chains.

With mainstream certificates in the areas of quality, 
automotive supply chain, and environmental protection, 
their standard and custom products as well as parts made of 
stainless steel, aluminum, and various materials have gained 
the attention of customers in the global high-end market.

多認證黃銅螺套、壓鉚扣件——金泰興精密

3 Pillars of Manufacturing Gain 100% 
Client Trust

Their technicians with over 20 years of experience are able to 
monitor and handle quality abnormalities immediately. They put 
experienced personnel in charge of quality control. With advanced 
equipment such as visual measuring instruments, optical sorting 
machines, and packaging machines, they are able to respond to a 
large number of orders from customers in the global market while 
providing high quality products that meet European and American 
certifications.

They are the first among the peers to have adopted Batch Number 
Based Manufacturing Management in the manufacturing 
process, allowing customers to track the progress of orders. 
They handle every customer’s order on the basis of 0 PPM standard, 
covering from materials to final shipment. “We never compromise 
on quality, and we ask ourselves to put it into practice with our 
employees, equipment, and services. This is our core value,” said 
general manager Lee.

Their monthly capacity of 20 million pieces is attributed to 
rigorous “manufacturing and quality control process” and 
“automated high-end equipment”. Another important key is the 
establishment of Batch Number Based Manufacturing Management 
that systemizes the manufacturing process and increases clients’ trust 
to 100%.

Capacity & Tolerance Precision Upgrade
“High quality” and “high performance” are critical product 

requirements in the European and American markets, and these 
are also the focus of Chin Tai Sing team’s product development. 
Nowadays, the market is changing rapidly and customers’ needs are 
changing, but what remains the same is the strong customization 
ability of Chin Tai Sing to develop parts that meet customers’ needs 
and be their support.

As global demand gradually rebounds this year, they continue 
to increase capacity and quality steadily, and also develop higher-
precision products within ± 0.01 tolerance. Looking through 2023, 
they will upgrade automated production and inspection equipment as 
needed to provide the world with top-quality threaded inserts, self-
clinching fasteners and customized parts.

Multi-certified Brass
Threaded Inserts & Self-clinching Fasteners
Chin Tai Sing Precision Manufactory

Contact: General manager Lee   
Email: inquiry@ctsp-insert.com.tw
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